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Synseal have been involved at all levels of the PVC-U window and door

industry since 1980.  Starting as a non-fabricating, direct sell and fix

operation, working our way through the fabrication sector, trade frame sales,

profile extrusion, and more recently the conservatory industry, to what is

today the largest PVC-U window extrusion company in the industry.

In the UK, Synseal are the chosen suppliers to more window and

door fabricators than any other extruder operating in today’s

market. Hardly surprising when considering that

independent verification proves that our customers are

more satisfied than any of our competitors’ customers.*

In fact approximately 1 out of every 10 windows,

doors and conservatories fitted

in the UK are made from

Synseal extrusion.

This guide has been compiled to highlight the technical attributes of the

SynerJy PVC-U window and door system, one of very few truly complete fully

sculptured suites available today.

*Source: Windowbase Database

All information in this manual is provided for guidance only.

Synseal Extrusions Ltd cannot be held responsible for the way in
which the information in this manual is interpreted.

We reserve the right to alter specifications and descriptions without
prior notice as part of our policy of continual development.

All dimensions are in millimetres.   Do not scale drawings.

� about synseal
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FM 31451

Synseal Extrusions Ltd. holds a number of

accreditations (see right) from recognised authorities

(British Standards Institution and the British Board of

Agrément). To maintain registration, licenses and

certificates, periodic on-site audits are carried out by the

regulatory authority to inspect systems and where

necessary take product samples for independent third

party testing. 

� accreditations

4

BSI - Registered to BS EN ISO 9001:2000, Certificate No. FM 31451 -

Quality Management System Scope: - Manufacture and supply of a

range of white and brown windows PVC-U profiles and beads for the

fabrication of doors and windows. Manufacture of conservatory

roofing systems to customer specified requirements.

BSI - Kitemark License No KM 30983 - Conforms with BS EN

12608 - specification for white PVC-U extruded hollow profiles

with heat welded corner joints for plastic windows: materials

type A.

BSI - Kitemark License No KM 41324 - Conforms with

BS7950/BS EN 12608 - specification for enhanced security

performance of casement and tilt/turn windows for

domestic applications in association with BS EN 12608.

BBA - Assessment report no. 2643 - Assessment of

SynerJy outward opening and tilt/turn PVC-U

window system.

BBA - Assessment report no. 2592 -

Assessment test to determine the weather

tightness performance of the Synseal white

PVC-U double glazed SynerJy windows.

ISO 14001 Synseal has identified aspects

of the business that has an impact on

the environment and prioritises

environmental improvements, while

ensuring all UK environmental

legislation is still being met.

BS EN 12608
KM 30983

BS7950/BS EN 12608
KM 41324



� FAQs

5

What woodgrain finish do you use and do you offer
other colours?
We offer Golden Oak, Mahogany and Cherrywood
finishes (these are available internally/externally and also
on white). The colours we offer are Anthracite Grey,  Black
Brown, Dark Red (Burgundy), Steel Blue (Oxford) and Dark
Green (Brookland). Please contact the sales office for
information.

What colour are Synseal’s extruded products?
If matching door panels, the colour code nearest match for
white profile is C121.  If difficulty is experienced it is advisable
to send a sample of profile to the door panel supplier.

What is the standard stack height for friction stays on
Synseal SynerJy casement windows?
13mm is the standard.

What back-set espag or shootbolt will fit into Synseal
casement?
A 22mm back-set espag or shootbolt will be fine.

Which back-set door lock is recommended?
35mm is recommended.

What exposure ratings do your windows achieve?
Up to 2400 pascals is achievable.

Do you offer the service of Patio Midrail End milling
and how do I measure for Midrail length?
Yes, and we require the overall finished patio width (inc.
number of panes).

For woodgrain on white windows how do I know
which face to order?
The price lists and profile wallcharts clearly identify which
faces are foiled by using A and B codes.

What are the size limitations and performance
characteristics for the Synseal SynerJy Suite?
Please see the following table:

Can we use kitemark logo on our adverts? 

No, use the phrase ‘Our Windows are manufactured from
profile supplied by Synseal Extrusions Ltd, which are
Kitemarked to BS EN 12608 (Licence no. KM30983) and
BS7950/BS EN 12608 (Licence no. KM41324)’.

Does the profile have a BBA certificate? 

No, but Synseal SynerJy profiles have been assessed by
the BBA, Assessment report no. 2643 and no. 2592.

Can I make a half hour fire rated door from Synseal
Extrusions?

No, as with all PVC-U profile, Synseal Extrusions achieve a
class 1 surface spread of flame when tested to BS476 part 7.

Are PVC-U windows & doors load bearing? 

No, but load bearing data is available for bay
reinforcement RA75/SR06 (which are to be used in
conjunction with SynerJy bay pole jack BPJS-RD and
square corner jack BPJS-SQ).

Is there any regrind material in SynerJy window and
door profiles?

All SynerJy window and door profiles are extruded from
100% virgin compound and are not diluted with second
or more generation of reground extrusion profile.

Is it necessary to install Safety Glass in patio doors?

Yes, the use of safety glass in buildings is specified in a
British Standard - refer to BS6262-4:1994. For further
information, reference should also be made to Building
Regulations Approved Document N - Glazing.

When replacing windows do Tricklevents need to be
installed?

Yes, as of early 2006. Refer to Building Regulations
Approved Document F - Ventilation.

Do I have to employ the services of a FENSA approved
fitter when installing windows and doors?

No, but if non-FENSA approved fitters are used, then
application to the local Building Control Office must be
made to arrange appropriate inspection and approval.
However, it is recommended that FENSA approved fitters
are used.

Is it essential to have gas fires reserviced after fitting
windows and doors?

No, but whilst it is not essential, this is always a good idea
to ensure ventilation is still adequate.

When replacing timber windows and/or doors with
PVC-U ones, do I need to check/replace as necessary
the lintel above the removed windows/doors to
maintain structural integrity?

Yes, PVC-U windows are not designed to be load-bearing.

What is the minimum size for a fire escape window?

The minimum size is an unobstructed openable area that
is at least 0.33m2 (minimum dimensions: 750mm high
and 450mm wide or 450mm high and 750mm wide). The
bottom of the openable area should not be more than
1100mm from the floor. See Building Regulations
Approved Document B.

� technical � quality assurance �
window/door/
patio installation

Length (up to Height (up to Area (up to Distance between Friction Stays Transom/Mullion length Exposure category 
Window Type a maximum a maximum a maximum Locking points (up to and including frame (up as given in Table 1

of ) of ) of ) including) to a maximum of ) of BS 7412:2002

Projecting top hung windows 1200mm 1200mm - Hinge protector to 24” - 2000 Special
Reinforced hinge protector
Projecting side hung windows 650mm 1300mm - Hinge protector to 16” - 2000 Special
Reinforced hinge protector
Fixed windows Reinforced 2500mm 2500mm 4.0m2 - - - 2000 Special
Tilt/ turn windows Reinforced 1200mm 1500mm - - - - 1600 Special
Multilight Casement windows 1400mm 1400mm 1.82m2 - - 1300mm 1600 Special
RS73 reinforcement
Multilight tilt/ turn windows 2400mm 2400mm 3.6m2 - - 1500mm 1600 Special
RS74 reinforcement

SynerJy  compound
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colour key: =plastic        =aluminium        =rubber        =steel         =glass        =sealant        =various/other

� schematics

� internally beaded casement window

4F3 - intermediate outer frame

RS80 - steel for 4F3

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4V2 - t-vent

NRS1- steel for 4V2

4MJB28 - j bead

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4MJB28 - j bead
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NRS1- steel for 4V2

4V2 - t-vent

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

RS73 - steel for 4OL1

4OL1 -  z-transom odd leg frame

4MJB28 - j bead

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - gasket

4MJB28 - j bead

4F3 - intermediate outer frame

RS80 - steel for 4F3

IBR2 - sill reinforcement
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colour key: =plastic        =aluminium        =rubber        =steel         =glass        =sealant        =various/other

� schematics

� tilt & turn window

4F2 - outer frame

RS72 - steel for 4F2

4MJB28 - j bead

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4MJB28 - j bead

4T2 - transom/mullion

RS74- steel for 4T2

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

NRS3- steel for 4TT1
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4TT1 - tilt and turn vent

4MJB28 - j bead

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4MJB28 - j bead

NRS3- steel for 4TT1

4TT1 - tilt and turn vent

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4F2 - outer frame

RS72 - steel for 4F2

IBR2 - sill reinforcement
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colour key: =plastic        =aluminium        =rubber        =steel         =glass        =sealant        =various/other

� schematics

� patio horizontal cross section

PF01 - outer frame

PR01 - outer frame reinforcement

PT01 - threshold

WP02 - patio wool pile

PR07 - packer/block packer

PZ01 - sash

PR02 - sash reinforcement

PG01 - patio gasket bead

PG01 - patio gasket bead

PIO1 - inter-lock cover

WP02 - patio wool pile 28
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PB01 -
28mm
co-ex
bead
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AI02 - inter-lock

PZ01 - sash

PR02 - sash reinforcement

AI02 - inter-lock

PIO1 - inter-lock cover

PG01 - patio gasket bead

PG01 - patio gasket bead

PZ01 - sash

PR02 - sash reinforcement

handle (which may differ between suppliers)

WP02 - patio wool pile

PT01 - threshold

PR05 - lock keep/hardware fixing strip

PF01 - outer frame

PR01 - outer frame reinforcement
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WP02 - patio wool pile

PB01 -
28mm
co-ex
bead
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colour key: =plastic        =aluminium        =rubber        =steel         =glass        =sealant        =various/other

� schematics

� double door

4F2 - outer frame

RS72 - steel for 4F2

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4DV1 - z door vent

NRS2 - steel for 4DV1

4MJB28 - j bead

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4MJB28 - j bead

4DV1 - z door vent

NRS2 - steel for 4DV1

4G3 - rolled in gasket
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NRA1- double door mullion

T71 - transom/mullion

RS73 - steel for 4OL1

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4DV1 - z door vent

NRS2 - steel for 4DV1

4MJB28 - j bead

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4MJB28 - j bead

4DV1 - z door vent

NRS2 - steel for 4DV1

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4F2 - outer frame

RS72 - steel for 4F2
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4G3 -
rolled in
gasket
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colour key: =plastic        =aluminium        =rubber        =steel         =glass        =sealant        =various/other

� schematics

� residential door

4F2 - outer frame

RS72 - steel for 4F2

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4DV1 - z door vent

NRS2 - steel for 4DV1

4MJB28 - j bead

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4MJB28 - j bead

4T2 - transom/mullion
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RS74 - steel for 4T2

4MJB28 - j bead

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4MJB28 - j bead

4DV1 - z door vent

NRS2 - steel for 4DV1

4G3 - rolled in gasket

4G3 - rolled in gasket

RS73 - steel for 4OL1

4F2 - outer frame

IBR2 - sill reinforcement
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� technical data
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� main technical details
Name: SynerJy

3mm System for windows and doors

Grade Reference: SYN10 White 01

Material: Acrylic modified high quality impact 
resistant, white unplasticised Polyvinyl 
Chloride extrusion to produce a rigid 
multi-chamber extrusion.

Physical Properties: Comply with BS EN 12608 2003

Colours: Mahogany, White, Blue White, 
Cherrywood, Golden Oak, Anthracite Grey,  
Black Brown, Dark Red (Burgundy), Steel 
Blue (Oxford) and Dark Green (Brookland)

Appearance: Smooth, White, Non-porous gloss 
surface/Woodgrain

Surface Finish: Stabilised against UV light to prevent 
excessive colour shift. Meets requirements 
of BS EN 12608 when used in the EU 
Moderate climate.

Weldability: For the determination of the weldability 
of profiles, welded corners are tested in 
accordance with EN514.   The calculated 
mean stress at maximum of each corner 
shall not be <25 N/mm2 for the tensile 
bending test of 35 N/mm2 for the 
compression bending test.   Each 
individual value shall not be <20 N/mm2

for the tensile bending test and not be 
<30 N/mm2 for the compression bending 
strength.

Glass & Glazing: Subject to manufacture in accordance 
with the Synseal Technical Manual 
recommendations, the casement window 
system will conform to the requirements 
of the standard.

Physical Properties of PVC-U Type A Material
Grade Ref:   SYN10 White 01

Sound Insulation: 30db minimum

Thermal Conductivity Typical test value 0.16 W/M deg C.
at 20ºC: PVC-U has a low thermal conductivity and 

virtually constant over a wide 
temperature range.

Heat Reversion: To BS EN 12608 Clause 5.5 (Test method: 1 
hr at 100ºC).  When tested in accordance 
with Appendix E, the mean maximum 
reversion value for individual samples 
shall not be greater than 2% for profiles 
and glazing beads.
The variation between individual face 
sides of the same sample shall not be 
greater than 0.4% for profiles and 0.6% for 
glazing beads.

Heat Ageing: To BS EN 12608 Clause 5.7 (Test method 
30 mins at 150ºC). When tested in 
accordance with Appendix F, the profile 
shall show no bubbles, cracks or de-
lamination.

Resistance of impact To BS EN 12608 Clause 5.6 Class 2.   (Test 
at low temperature: method:  1kg from 1.5 metres at -10ºC).   

When mainframe, sub-sill casement and 
sash profiles are tested in accordance 
with EN 477, no more than one sample 
shall exhibit cracking through the entire 
wall thickness of the profiles on either face.
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Heat Resistance/ To BS EN 12608.   When tested to ISO 306 
Softening Point: method B.   Minimum vicat 5kg softening 

point 75ºC.   Typical result 82ºC.   This is 
well above the requirements of the UK 
and German specifications.

Apparent Modulus To BS EN 12608 minimum requirement 
of Elasticity: 2200 mpa value, when tested to ISO 178.   

Typical result 2350 mpa.

Retention of Impact To BS EN 12608 2003.   Minimum 60% of 
Strength after original value specified when tested to EN
Artificial Ageing: 513

Colour Fastness: After exposure in accordance with EN 513 
moderate EU climate zone, the change in 
colour between the unexposed test 
specimens expressed in ∅ E* shall not be 
>5 & ∅ b* not >3.   The determination of 
the change in colour is in accordance 
with EN 513.

Bulk Density of Typical test value 0.63 - 0.64.   Minimum 
Powder Blend: requirements:  None specified.

Specific Gravity of Typical test 1.472 6ms c.c.
Profile: Minimum requirement:  None specified.

PROFILE STORAGE

Prefabricated Storage:

The profiles should be stored in a suitable area, preferably under cover
NOT in moist conditions or direct sunlight.   If the profile is stored on
racking, it must be supported at least 1 metre intervals of the entire
profile length.   If stored on the floor, the floor must be level and the
profile placed on a protective board base.

The ideal factory/storage temperature should be maintained between
17ºC and 20ºC as working with profiles in colder conditions can lead to
undue weld stress.   
If the profile has been stored in a separate storage area with lower
temperature, at least one hour per ºC should be allowed for the profile
to reach workshop temperature.

Profile cut ready for welding shall be stored in a dry area with the
same ambient temperature of 17ºC - 20ºC.   Care shall be taken if
profiles are stored vertically so as not to damage the point of the
mitres (check contamination of these points prior to welding).
All cut profiles must be welded within 48 hours as
this will avoid contamination of the cut ends
and avoid any absorption of moisture,
which could have an effect on the
weld strength.
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� available profile colours*

Mahogany
(also available for roofs)

2097013

Golden Oak
(also available for roofs)

80001

Cherrywood
(also available for roofs)

8015/16/17

White
(also available for roofs)

C121

Blue White
(also available for roofs)

C147

� technical data
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Black Brown
8518

Dark Red (Burgundy)
3081

Steel Blue (Oxford)
5150

Dark Green (Brookland)
6125

Anthracite Grey
7016

*please note: the swatches on these pages should be used as a guide only and are as accurate as our printing process allows
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� technical data
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� thermal expansion of PVC-U

The linear thermal expansion of a material is a measure of how much

that material will expand for each 1 degree change in temperature.

Typical values:

PVC-U: 0.0000600/ºC

Mild Steel (0.06  carbon): 0.0000126/ºC

Aluminium (99 % pure): 0.0000240/ºC

The values of the coefficient of thermal expansion can be regarded as

constant over the temperature range normally experienced in the U.K.

A temperature difference between the inside and outside surfaces

can lead to differential thermal expansion, which may in some

circumstances lead to buckling or distortion.

The bulk temperature of the material is usually used to calculate the

expansion. This is not always the same as the surface temperature.

For white profile the temperatures are approximately the same, but for

dark (woodgrain) profiles the bulk temperatures may be higher than

the air temperature due to the higher solar heat gain of dark profiles.

Expansion gaps should always be larger for woodgrain profiles than for

white profiles to allow for this.

Calculation example:

If a 1000 mm length of PVC-U profile is heated up from 20ºC to 40ºC,

then the expansion is given by:

Original length X change in temperature X coefficient of thermal

expansion, i.e.

1000 x 20 x 0.00006 =    1.2 mm.

Therefore the final length of the PVC-U profile is 1001.2  mm.

(information from Tangram Technology Ltd)

Conversion Table - Wind Pressure and Speed

Note:

The above conversions are based on the aerodynamic relationship:

Pressure = (velocity)2 x (a constant)

For design wind pressures these values must be multiplied by a shape
factor.

� exposure categories
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� safe working capacities of reinforcements
(ref. BPF Publication - Code of Practice for the Survey of PVC-U Windows and Doorsets)

SLENDERNESS RATIO AND MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE STRESS (ALUMINIUM GRADE 6063 T6)
(from BPF Code of Practice for the Survey of PVC-U Windows and Doorsets)

Bay-pole Load-bearing Capacity
The load-bearing capacity of a bay pole depends upon two factors:

1. the Least Radius of Gyration

2. the Effective Length of the pole.

The Least Radius of Gyration is given by:

r = square root (I/A) 

where I is the moment of inertia (least axis) and A is the 

cross-sectional area of the pole.

The Effective Length of a pole is determined by the fixings at it's ends. If

the pole is held in position at both ends, but not restrained in direction,

then the Effective Length is the actual length of the pole (usually the

case for most poles.)

If the pole is effectively held in position and restrained at both ends, then

the Effective Length is only 70% of the actual length (this condition will

only apply if the pole is fixed to the structure so that it will not move until

the column starts to buckle.)

The Slenderness Ratio of the bay pole can then be calculated by dividing

the Effective Length by the Least Radius of Gyration. The maximum

permissible stress for that length of bay pole can then be obtained from

the graph below. The actual load that can be applied is then given by

multiplying the allowable stress by the cross-sectional area.

(We have done this for the most commonly used Synseal bay poles and

posts, see tables and graphs in this section.)

SLENDERNESS RATIO AND MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE STRESS (6063 T6)
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� technical data
� safe working capacities of reinforcements

(ref. BPF Publication - Code of Practice for the Survey of PVC-U Windows and Doorsets)

22

52.5mm dia BAY POLE - RA75

data supplied by Elliott & Brown - Consulting Civil & Structural Engineers - Nottingham

colour key: =aluminium

SAFE WORKING CAPACITY OF 52.5mm dia BAY POLE - RA75
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55mm SQUARE BAY POST - SR06

data supplied by Elliott & Brown - Consulting Civil & Structural Engineers - Nottingham

SAFE WORKING CAPACITY OF 55mm SQUARE BAY POST - SR06
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� technical data
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� safe working capacities of reinforcements
(ref. BPF Publication - Code of Practice for the Survey of PVC-U Windows and Doorsets)

135º CORNER POST - RA135S

data supplied by Blencowe Associates Ltd - Structural Engineers - Uttoxeter 
Material 6063 T6 - Limiting Stress po = 160N/mm2

HEIGHT SLENDERNESS PERMISSIBLE STRESS UNFACTORED F.O.S FACTORED 

(mm) RATIO (N/mm2) CAPACITY  (kN) CAPACITY (kN)

POLE LENGTH (mm) - underside of base-plate to top of window frame

SA
FE

 W
O

RK
IN

G
 C

A
PA

C
IT

Y
 (k

N
).

500 34.80 134 41.49 1.55 26.76

600 41.76 127 39.32 1.55 25.37

700 48.72 113 34.98 1.55 22.57

800 55.68 104 32.20 1.55 20.77

900 62.63 95 29.41 1.55 18.97

1000 69.59 83 25.70 1.55 16.58

1100 76.55 75 23.22 1.55 14.98

1200 83.51 67 20.74 1.55 13.38

1300 90.47 60 18.58 1.55 11.98

1400 97.43 54 16.72 1.55 10.79

1500 104.39 48 14.86 1.55 9.59

1600 111.35 44 13.62 1.55 8.79

1700 118.31 39 12.07 1.55 7.79

1800 125.27 35 10.84 1.55 6.99

1900 132.23 31.68 9.81 1.55 6.33

2000 139.19 29.12 9.02 1.55 5.82

2100 146.15 26.56 8.22 1.55 5.31

colour key: =aluminium

SAFE WORKING CAPACITY OF 135º CORNER POST - RA135S
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ALUMINIUM COUPLER - RA76

data supplied by Blencowe Associates Ltd - Structural Engineers - Uttoxeter

MAXIMUM PANEL SIZE FOR ALUMINIUM COUPLER - RA76

MAX PANEL MULLION HEIGHT (mm)

WIDTH (mm) @ 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

1.2kN 5865 4073 2992 2080 1461 1065

1.6kN 4398 3055 2244 1560 1096 799

2.0kN 3519 2444 1795 1248 877 639

2.4kN 2932 2036 1496

graph colour key: =1.2kN =1.6kN =2.0kN =2.4kN

25

NB: maximum panel width is equal to the combination
of both frames and the 8mm RA76 Coupling Profile

PANEL WIDTH W

W

H

COUPLING
MULLION
HEIGHT H

RA76 FRAME COUPLER

25

Information is not applicable to conservatories (outer frame must be fixed to
brickwork at either side using standard regulated window industry fixing practices).

For wind loading only sections are considered to be laterally restrained by glazing panels
and/or transoms.

None of the calculated maximum panel values include the strength of the two outer
frames which will make a contribution to the combined strength.
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(from computer simulations)

� ‘U’ - Values and energy ratings

SynerJy Window, OptiWhite, Argon, K-glass & Edgetech Super Spacer

Part ψ A U1 U2 Up Uf
ψ φ

f
(see Fig 1) m m2 W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m-K W/K

1 1.3799 0.0716 1.0868 1.5822 1.0309 1.2990 0.0244 0.1266
2 0.5052 0.0280 1.0868 1.5822 1.0309 1.2990 0.0244 0.0487
3 0.5052 0.0280 1.0868 1.5822 1.0309 1.2990 0.0244 0.0487
4 1.2805 0.1376 1.2280 1.6371 1.0309 1.6035 0.0240 0.2515
5 0.4555 0.0534 1.1726 1.5815 1.0309 1.4426 0.0239 0.0879
6 0.4555 0.0534 1.1726 1.5815 1.0309 1.4426 0.0239 0.0879

7left 1.3799
0.1680 1.1678 1.6437

1.0309
1.6030 0.0487 0.3340

7right 1.2805 1.0309
∑ ψ= 7.2423 ψav= 0.0242

Glass
D A Ug φg

mm m2 W/m2K W/K
Left 28 0.6971 1.5284 1.0655

Right 28 0.5833 1.5284 0.8915

Window ‘U’ - Value = 1.6163 W/m2K

Domestic Window Energy Rating (D W E R )

Pane g
%

F g
L DWER

⊥ glass w w
factor

W/m2 K kWH/m2/Yr

Left 0.78 38.30
0.9 0.4938 0.01 -3.46

Right 0.78 32.04

A
B B

C
D

E
F

G

0
-10
-20
-30
-50
-70

Part ψ A U1 U2 Up Uf
ψ φ

f
(see Fig 1) m m2 W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m-K W/K

1 1.3799 0.0716 1.0868 1.6035 1.0309 1.2990 0.0242 0.1263
2 0.5052 0.0280 1.0868 1.6035 1.0309 1.2990 0.0242 0.0486
3 0.5052 0.0280 1.0868 1.6035 1.0309 1.2990 0.0242 0.0486
4 1.2805 0.1376 1.2280 1.6547 1.0309 1.6035 0.0238 0.2512
5 0.4555 0.0534 1.1726 1.5991 1.0309 1.4426 0.0237 0.0878
6 0.4555 0.0534 1.1726 1.5991 1.0309 1.4426 0.0237 0.0878

7left 1.3799
0.1680 1.1678 1.6642

1.0309
1.6030 0.0482 0.3334

7right 1.2805 1.0309
∑ ψ= 7.2423 ψav= 0.0240

Glass
D A Ug φg

mm m2 W/m2K W/K
Left 28 0.6971 1.5565 1.0851

Right 28 0.5833 1.5565 0.9079

Window ‘U’ - Value = 1.6352 W/m2K

Domestic Window Energy Rating (D W E R )

Pane g
%

F g
L DWER

⊥ glass w w
factor

W/m2 K kWH/m2/Yr

Left 0.72 38.30
0.9 0.4558 0.01 -13.06

Right 0.72 32.04

A
B

C C
D

E
F

G

0
-10
-20
-30
-50
-70

SynerJy Window, Argon, K-glass & Edgetech Super Spacer

‘A’ rated SynerJy Window

Narrow PVC-U profiles with minimum steel

reinforcement with 4-20-4 Low-E 0.04

uncorrected emissivity (Saint Gobain

Planitherm Total), 90% Argon 10% Air filled,

low iron outer pane (Saint Gobain Diamant)

glazing unit with Edgetech Super Spacer

warm edge spacer bar with 5mm butyl

secondary seal

Energy Index (kWh/m2/year)
(Energy Index certified by BFRC and
based on UK standard window.  The
actual energy consumption for a
specific application will depend on
the building, the local climate and the
indoor temperature)

The climate zone is:

Thermal Transmittance (Uwindow)

Solar Factor (gwindow)

Effective Air Leakage (Lfactor)

A A
B

C
D

E
F

G

0

UK
1.41 W/m2K

0.44 W/m2K

0 W/m2K
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Figure 1.
1230
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SynerJy Window, Argon, K-glass & Standard Spacer

Part ψ A U1 U2 Up Uf
ψ φ

f
(see Fig 1) m m2 W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m-K W/K

1 1.3799 0.0716 1.0868 1.7887 1.0309 1.2990 0.0686 0.1877
2 0.5052 0.0280 1.0868 1.7887 1.0309 1.2990 0.0686 0.0711
3 0.5052 0.0280 1.0868 1.7887 1.0309 1.2990 0.0686 0.0711
4 1.2805 0.1376 1.2280 1.7972 1.0309 1.6035 0.0650 0.3040
5 0.4555 0.0534 1.1726 1.7530 1.0309 1.4426 0.0683 0.1081
6 0.4555 0.0534 1.1726 1.7530 1.0309 1.4426 0.0683 0.1081

7left 1.3799
0.1680 1.1678 1.8330

1.0309
1.6030 0.1326 0.4456

7right 1.2805 1.0309
∑ ψ= 7.2423 ψav= 0.0671

Glass
D A Ug φg

mm m2 W/m2K W/K
Left 28 0.6971 1.5565 1.0851

Right 28 0.5833 1.5565 0.9079

Window ‘U’ - Value = 1.8065 W/m2K

Domestic Window Energy Rating (D W E R )

Pane g
%

F g
L DWER

⊥ glass w w
factor

W/m2 K kWH/m2/Yr

Left 0.72 38.30
0.9 0.4558 0.01 -24.79

Right 0.72 32.04

A
B
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F

G
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-10
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SynerJy Window, Air, K-glass & Edgetech Super Spacer

Part ψ A U1 U2 Up Uf
ψ φ

f
(see Fig 1) m m2 W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m2K W/m-K W/K

1 1.3799 0.0716 1.0868 1.7588 1.0309 1.2990 0.0227 0.1243
2 0.5052 0.0280 1.0868 1.7588 1.0309 1.2990 0.0227 0.0479
3 0.5052 0.0280 1.0868 1.7588 1.0309 1.2990 0.0227 0.0479
4 1.2805 0.1376 1.2280 1.7825 1.0309 1.6035 0.0220 0.2489
5 0.4555 0.0534 1.1726 1.7276 1.0309 1.4426 0.0222 0.0871
6 0.4555 0.0534 1.1726 1.7276 1.0309 1.4426 0.0222 0.0871

7left 1.3799
0.1680 1.1678 1.8130

1.0309
1.6030 0.0451 0.3292

7right 1.2805 1.0309
∑ ψ= 7.2423 ψav= 0.0225

Glass
D A Ug φg

mm m2 W/m2K W/K
Left 28 0.6971 1.7605 1.2273

Right 28 0.5833 1.7605 1.0269

Window ‘U’ - Value = 1.7724 W/m2K

Domestic Window Energy Rating (D W E R )

Pane g
%

F g
L DWER

⊥ glass w w
factor

W/m2 K kWH/m2/Yr

Left 0.72 38.30
0.9 0.4558 0.01 -22.46

Right 0.72 32.04

A
B

C
D D

E
F

G

0
-10
-20
-30
-50
-70
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� PVC-U windows in fires

Introduction:

PVC-U exhibits excellent fire behaviour and does not burn once the
source of heat or flame has been removed.

Building Regulations:

UK Building Regulations do not stipulate any fire performance
standards for the material used in window frames. Whilst no degree of
'fire resistance' (as defined by BS 476 part 8) can be achieved by PVC-U
window units, the large scale fire tests carried out show no difference
between PVC-U and wood under the conditions of test.

PVC-U can, when correctly formulated, achieve high ratings (usually
Class 1 surface spread of flame) when performance is assessed to BS
476: parts 6 and 7.

Ignition and burning response:

PVC-U is very difficult to ignite using commonly available ignition
sources (match, blow-lamp, etc). Tests with a wide variety of sources
varying in heat intensity and impingement area on PVC-U window
frames show that the product only burns whilst the source is applied.
When the source is removed there is no residual flame on the product.
In terms of ignitability, the temperature required to ignite PVC-U is
more than 120ºC higher than that of pinewood (385ºC for PVC-U and
260ºC for wood as defined for self ignition.) Once a material has been
ignited the flammability can be defined in terms of the Limiting
Oxygen Index (LOI) test.

This defines the amount of oxygen that needs to be present for a
material to burn freely. A material with an LOI of 21 will burn freely in
air (which contains 21% oxygen) and one with an LOI of more than 21
will not burn in air at room temperature.

PVC-U has an LOI of approximately 50, compared with wood at an LOI
of 21. This shows that PVC-U will not sustain combustion in air at room
temperature and is better than wood in this test.

The limited burning of PVC-U is confirmed in a variety of other
standard tests which measure specific parameters, such as rate of heat
release and flame spread under different conditions.

The conclusions are clear:

1) the rate of heat release and total heat released by PVC-U are
significantly lower than most other building materials.

2) when flames do contact PVC-U, it forms a protective charred layer
which insulates the material below and excludes the oxygen necessary
for combustion. This restricts the burning zone. In addition, any HCl
emitted acts as a combustion inhibitor.

3) PVC-U is very difficult to ignite using common ignition sources.

Smoke and fumes:

Smoke is the result of incomplete burning of a material and consists of
solid or liquid particles in the combustion gases. Smoke densities are
similar to wood under smouldering conditions,  but greater under
flaming conditions. The combustion gases (e.g. HCl) may lead to some
corrosion of metallic materials but restoration is normally possible. The
corrosion gases have no effects on the structural elements of the
building. The toxic potency of the combustion gases of PVC-U is similar
to, and certainly not significantly worse than, those of many natural
materials. The build up of toxic fumes will be slow compared with
rapidly burning materials of a similar toxic potency.
The rate of generation and quantity of smoke and fumes produced by
a PVC-U window will depend on the severity of the source applied. The
smoke and fumes emitted will be confined to the area of the product
affected by the source and their transport away from the impingement
zone will depend on local factors such as ventilation and survival of the
glazing.

In a typical domestic fire the PVC-U window frames will not materially
affect the progress of the fire or the possibility of personal injury. 

(information from Tangram Technology Ltd)
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Most deaths in fires are caused by smoke or fume inhalation. In a
typical domestic fire the occupants are likely to suffer from the
inhalation effects from burning carpets, settees, curtains, etc. before the
PVC-U in the window frames has even begun to emit smoke or fumes.

Fire resistance:

The fire resistance of a glazed window is mainly influenced by the
fracture behaviour of the glazing at high temperature. The fire
resistance of glazed PVC-U window frames is generally found to be
similar to that of glazed wood window frames.

Large scale fire tests:

In a research programme carried out by the Fire Research Station, the
performance of PVC-U window frames in fires was compared with that
of traditional wood frames in a typical domestic room. All windows were
double glazed and both a large fuel load/non-ventilated controlled fire
and a medium fuel load/ventilation controlled fire were used. 

The conclusions of the report were;

1) little damage was evident to both PVC-U and wood windows until
the glass panes were displaced at approximately 250ºC to 400ºC. Glass
panes failed by cracking and falling out in a random manner.

2) after failure of one glass pane, the increased ventilation changed the
mode of the fire and accelerated the fire growth. In most tests the
other panes fell out soon after.

3) wood frames burned after the displacement of the glass while the
PVC-U window frames softened and the casement sometimes fell out.
There was some evidence of combustion of the PVC-U, but PVC-U
windows did not show any aspects of performance which would
create new hazards in fire involving buildings.

4) carbon monoxide, produced mainly from the wooden fuel under
low ventilation conditions, was the major toxic hazard in each test and
was produced in volumes that would prove lethal in regions where
ambient temperatures would allow survival.

5) the concentrations of carbon monoxide were noticeably lower in
the fire involving only PVC-U frames; this was possibly caused by a
lower rate of burning in this test.

Summary:

The base PVC-U material has good fire properties and PVC-U windows
give a satisfactory performance in fires compared with other materials.
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� sound transmission through windows

Introduction:

In addition to their primary function as visual openings, windows also transmit
sound. This is of concern not only for the exterior surfaces of a building, but also
for interior applications ranging from office doors to control booths in recording
studios. Sound transmitted through windows often limits the overall acoustical
insulation.

Sound transmission through windows is governed by the same physical
principles that affect walls, but practical noise control measures are influenced
by the properties of glass and the characteristics of the window assemblies.
Increasing the glass thickness, for example, gives greater noise reduction at most
frequencies, but the stiffness of glass limits the improvement. Using multiple
layers (double or triple glazing) increases noise reduction at most frequencies,
but this is dependent on the separation of the layers.

As with other building assemblies, transmission of sound through cracks may
drastically reduce the effective noise reduction. This is of particular concern for
openable windows: even windows with good weather-stripping have reduced
noise reduction because of air leakage. Most of the data presented in this report
are for sealed windows.

The acoustic terms used in this report are as follows:

decibels (abbreviated to dB.)

Sound Transmission Loss (TL) which is a standardised measure of the noise
reduction in decibels for specific frequency ranges.

Sound Transmission Class (STC) is a single figure rating of sound transmission,
calculated by fitting a standard contour to the TL data. It is most commonly used
in North America.

Sealed double glazing:

The TL of double glazing is strongly dependent on the features of the cavity
between the two layers of glass. The STC rating increases as the air space
increases (see fig. 1 on page 31). For each doubling of the air space, the STC
increases by approximately 3. The STC also increases with increasing glass
thickness.

If the separation between the panes is small, the STC rating is only slightly higher
than that for a single pane of the same glass. This occurs because the air in the
space between the two panes acts like a spring, transferring vibrational energy
from one pane to the other. This resonance falls within the range of 200 to 400
Hz for a unit with a small air gap (see fig. 2 on page 31). Most of the energy from
aircraft or heavy traffic falls within this frequency range, but by increasing the air
space and using heavier glass, the resonant frequency can be lowered to
improve the insulation against such noise sources.

Sealed triple glazing:

Despite the widespread belief that adding another layer of glass must be
beneficial, triple glazing provides essentially the same noise reduction as double
glazing, unless the air gap is very large. Figure 3 (on page 31) compares TL data
for a double glazed window with that for a triple glazed window of similar total
thickness.

Designing for noise control:

In most cases where substantial noise control is required, double glazing is the
most sensible choice. The airspace should be sufficiently large to provide the
desired TL.

Using different thicknesses of glass for double glazing gives greater noise
reduction. The highest STC values shown in figure 2 are for double 6 mm. glass;
windows with 3mm. substituted for one of the 6 mm. panes would have equal
or higher STC ratings.

The use of laminated glass has also been shown to reduce sound transmission.

(ref. Canadian Building Digest, article by J. D. Quirt)
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Figure 1. Sound transmission class (STC)
versus interpane spacing for double glazing
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Figure 2. The effect of a small airspace on TL of double glazing
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Figure 3. TL of double and triple glazed windows
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